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Introduction to Excel

Loading Excel

To launch Microsoft Excel 97:

1. Click Start

2. Click Programs

3. Click Microsoft Excel

Excel, the most popular Windows spreadsheet, represents the traditional paper columnar pad
or spreadsheet.  Information can be entered into the spreadsheet and calculated by the
program.

Parts of the Window
Title Bar: Shows current application and document name.

Menu: Standardized Windows menu.  To activate, click on any Menu Title -
such as File.

Toolbars: Excel 97 automatically selects the Standard and Formatting Toolbars.
Toolbar buttons are shortcuts meant to replace commonly selected
Menu functions.

Formula Bar: Shows cell address (covered later) and edit line, an area which shows
actual contents of cell and may be used to edit cell contents.

Status Bar: Shows current mode.  Ready indicates data entry and editing may be
performed.

Worksheet Area: Data entry portion of worksheet.

Scrollbars: Vertical and Horizontal scrollbars are available for easy viewing of
worksheet data.

NOTE:  Your computer may
also have an icon for
Microsoft Excel 97 set up
on your desktop or on the
Microsoft Office Toolbar.

Status Bar

Toolbars
Formula Bar

Worksheet Area

Vertical Scrollbar

Horizontal Scrollbar

Title Bar
Menu
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Viewing a Worksheet

To see a sample worksheet:

1. Click File

2. Click Open

3. Click Asample

4. Click Open

Your screen should look like this:
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Moving Through A Worksheet

Introduction

The worksheet resemble a sheet of columnar ledger paper.  The worksheet is divided into
vertical columns and horizontal rows.  The meeting of a column and row is called a cell.  To
move the active cell, use the arrow keys on your keyboard or click the mouse in a cell.

When you reach any edge of a worksheet you will hear a beep; just move in a different
direction.

Cell Addressing

Each cell has its own cell address.  This helps Excel keep track of information and is used to
correctly reference information locations in a formula.

The cell address is composed of the column heading followed by the row number.  For
example, in the screen below, the active cell is in Column A, Row 1.  The cell address is A1.
The Formula Bar always indicated the active cell address.

The currently selected  cell
is called the active cell.

Cell Address

Active Cell
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Using Movement Keys

Keys that assist you in moving through the worksheet are:

Home The Home key returns the cell pointer to the cell in Column A
of the current row.

Arrow Arrow keys move the cell pointer one cell at a time in the
direction which the arrow points.

Ctrl-Home Ctrl-Home returns the cell pointer to cell A1.

Page Up
Page Down

Page Up and Page Down keys move the cell pointer up or
down one full screen.

Tab The Tab key moves the cell pointer to the right one cell.

Shift-Tab The Shift-Tab key combination moves the cell pointer to the
left one cell.

End-Arrow Pressing the End key and Arrow key will move the cell
pointer to the last contiguously filled cell in a series or the first
filled cell, if the series is empty.  If no filled cell is reached,
the cell pointer will stop at the edge of the worksheet.

Practice moving through the worksheet using both keyboard movement keys
and the GoTo Function, noting the cell addresses in the Formula Bar.

Another quick and easy way to go to a specific cell address is to use the GoTo
function.

1. Click Edit

2. Click GoTo

3. Type a cell address.

4. Click OK

GoTo Function

The keyboard shortcuts for
the GoTo Function are
Ctrl-G or <F5>.
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Using On-Line Help

Excel 97 Help

Help is available at any time through the menu.  The Help feature offers assistance if you
don’t completely understand an operation.

To engage the Help feature:

1. Click Help

2. Click Microsoft Excel Help

3. Your Office Assistant will appear:

The Office Assistant shows popular Help Items and gives you the ability to search for
particular topics.  There are several different Office Assistants from which you may choose!

For a complete listing of Help Options:

1. Click Help

2. Click Contents and Index

Your screen should look like this:

The Contents Tab organizes Help Topics into typical worksheet functions.  The Index and
Find Tabs allow you to access help based upon key words you enter.  Whatever your style,
you should find Help for your questions!
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Entering Text & Numbers

Enter the following cell contents:

1. Type Income

2. Press <Tab>

3. Type 1000

4. Press <Enter>

5. Type 700

6. Press <Shift-Tab>

7. Type Expenses

8. Press <Enter>(2 times)

9. Type Profit

10. Press <Enter>
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Entering A Formula

The most important type of data that may be entered into an Excel worksheet is a formula.

Formulas can be created using standard arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /) or using advanced
mathematical and statistical operations.  These operations are created using functions.
Functions are Excel-specific instructions which aid in creating mathematical statements.

1. Move to cell B4.

2. Type =1000-700

3. Press <Enter>

The worksheet will display the answer, 300, in the cell.  However, the Formula Bar will
display the actual cell contents: =1000-700

1. Move to cell A6.

2. Type Profit

3. Press <Tab>

4. Type =B1-B2

5. Press <Enter>

The formula subtracts the value in B2 from B1 and places the result in B6.

Your screen should look like this:

The four basic arithmetic
operators are:
+  addition
- subtraction
* multiplication
/ division

Now, if you move to cell B1 and change its value, you will see the power of using cell
addresses in formulas.

1. Move to cell B1.

2. Type 2000

3. Press <Enter>

Note:  When entering
formulas, capitalization is
not required.  However, be
careful not to use spaces.

Actual cell contents
in Formula Bar

Screen displays the
result of the formula
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Your screen should look like this:

Ä Why did the contents of cell B6 change when you entered a new value into cell B1?

Ä Why did the contents of cell B4 not change when you entered a new value into cell
B1?

Pointing In A Formula

Formulas can also be created by “pointing in” their contents. In the previous exercise, you
typed in the full formula: =B1-B2 <Enter>.

Now, we’ll try to create the formula by moving the cell pointer to the cells with the necessary
information and “picking” the information into our formula.

1. Move to cell B6.

2. Press <Del> (to clear the contents)

3. Type =

4. Click on cell B1.

5. Type -

6. Click on cell B2.

7. Press <Enter>

Your formula should calculate to the same amount as the formula in cell B6.

While pointing in a formula may seem more tedious than just typing it in, it can be
advantageous. Imagine a formula that calculates the values of cells that aren’t visible on the
screen at the same time? Yes, you too will create worksheets that large some day!
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Editing Cell Contents

Once data has been entered into a cell it can be altered in several ways. Entering new data will
overwrite the existing data. To alter the data without erasing the existing information:

1. Move to cell B1.

2. Click in cell contents portion of Formula Bar. The contents of a cell may
also be edited by pressing
<F2> (Edit).

3. Press <Home>

4. Press <Delete>

5. Press 5

6. Press <Enter>

 You have now changed the first digit to the number 5. Any cell data can be edited in this way

Cell contents
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Introduction

Common tasks such as erasing, copying, saving, and formatting cell contents are
accomplished from the command menu. For example, to clean up the worksheet:

Clearing A Range of Cells

1. Move to cell A4.

2. Click the right mouse button once.

3. Click Clear Contents

Your screen should look like this:

The contents of cells A4 are cleared from the worksheet.

Deleting a Range of Cells

Deleting a range of cells is quite different than simply clearing the range of cells.  When you
delete a range of cells, you are removing not only the contents, but the cell itself from the
worksheet.  This creates a void, which causes the other worksheet cells to shift up or shift left
to fill the empty space.

1. Select  A4:B5.

2. Click the right mouse button once.

3. Select Delete

Cell contents may also be
cleared by pressing <Del>.
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Your screen should look like this:

4. Click Shift Cells Up

5. Click OK

The selected cells have been removed from the worksheet, not just cleared.  Click on cell B4 -
the formula in cell B4 contains cell addresses.  This formula was entered in cell B6 and
shifted up to cell B4 when you deleted the range of cells.

Adjusting Column Widths

When creating a worksheet, you may need to display labels or values that are wider than the
default column width of 11 characters. Adjusting column widths also allows you to add style
to your worksheet. White space often highlights your most important values.

1. Move to cell A4.

2. Click before the word Profit  in the Formula Bar.

3. Type Projected

4. Press <Enter>

Notice that the word Profit does not appear.

Edit the cell contents
using the Formula Bar.
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To widen column A:

1. Drag the line between the titles of columns A & B to the right.

You may also adjust the column width by double clicking  the line between the column title.
This method is called “AutoFit”.

Your screen should look like this:

Column width controls may
be accessed through
Format, Column.

The width of column A changed for the entire height of the worksheet.

Formatting A Range Of Cells

Range formatting is used to modify how values appear. You can display the values in the
specified range in a number of different formats. In this exercise, you will practice formatting
values as currency.

1. Select Column B by clicking the column heading.

2. Click the right mouse button.

Your screen should look like this:

Adjust column width by
clicking and dragging
here or by double-
clicking for an AutoFit .

Column Heading

Format Cells

Note:  The top of a column
may be called either a
column “title” or a column
“heading”.
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3. Click Format Cells

4. Click Currency

Your screen should look like this:

5. Click OK

The dollar amounts are now displayed as currency ($ sign and comma separators for
thousands) with 2 decimal places.  You may need to re-size Column B.  Formatting often
causes the data to exceed the current column width.

Aligning Text In A Range Of Cells

Normally, text is left-aligned in each cell of an Excel worksheet. In this exercise, you will
format the text to be right-aligned in each cell.

1. Select cells A1 through A4.

2. Click Align Right

Your screen should look like this:

Align Right
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Select All

To see the full list of options for alignment:

1. Click the Right Mouse button.

2. Click Format Cells

3. Click Alignment Tab

Your screen should look like this:

6. Click OK

Changing the Font

Certain formatting options, such as Font or Point Size changes require you to select the entire
worksheet.

1. Click Select All

2. Click the Right Mouse button.

3. Click Format Cells

4. Click Font Tab

5. Click Times New Roman

Alignment Tab
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Your screen should look like this:

You may also Save a
document by clicking File,
Save.

5. Click OK

Select a Font

Saving A Worksheet

To save the worksheet, you may use the Save button on the toolbar.

1. Click

2. Type Budget

3. Click <Save>

Your worksheet will be saved.

Your worksheet has been saved to disk under the file name BUDGET.XLS. The .XLS
extension is automatically assigned by Excel 97 and is the extension which identifies
worksheets.  Do not change or delete the extension!  Excel needs the extension to correctly
read and identify the file.

Closing A Worksheet

To clear the worksheet from the screen:

1. Close the worksheet window.

You may close the window by clicking the close button on the worksheet window or you may
select File, Close from the menu.

Your worksheet is now cleared from the screen. Since you saved the worksheet in the
previous exercise, you can open it back to the screen from disk.

Close Worksheet
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Retrieving A Worksheet

To open the worksheet named BUDGET.XLS:

1. Click

2. Click BUDGET

3. Click <Open>

Exiting Excel

To leave the Excel program and return to the Desktop:

1. Click File

2. Click Exit

Exercise

1. If Excel is not currently operating, load the program.

2. Open the worksheet named BUDGET.XLS.

3. Close BUDGET.XLS, but do not exit the program.

4. Create a personal worksheet.

• Use categories of your choice.

• Use realistic numbers.

• Give yourself a raise and see how much you can make!

• Experiment with different column widths to give your worksheet style.

• All cells with dollar amounts should be formatted as currency values.

5. Close and Save your worksheet, giving it the file name MY WORK.XLS
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Summing Cell Data

Using The =SUM Function

A group of cells with data may be added together using the =A1+A2+A3… statement or
similar cell addressing. The group of cells, called a range, can be added together with this
formula, a function: =SUM(A1:A3).

Open the file DAMAR.XLS:

1. Click

2. Click DAMAR

3. Click <Open>

4. Select cell B14.

5. Click (AutoSum)

Your screen should look like this:

6. Press <Enter>

You have now created the formula =SUM(B8:B13) which totals the values of the cells
B8:B13.

This formula uses the =SUM function. The =SUM function totals the values of the cell
address range which are included in the parentheses. The cell addresses are called the
function’s arguments. An argument is the data upon which the function operates.

The AutoSum feature sums cells until a blank cell is reached.  You may define the range of
cells yourself by selecting the range (Click & Drag) before clicking AutoSum.  Excel doesn’t
discern whether the range of cell addresses begins at the bottom or the top of the worksheet.
Once cell values are added, the total will be the same regardless of the direction in which the
summation was conducted.

An alternative to pressing
<Enter> when finished in a
cell is to click the Green
CheckMark on your
Formula Bar.  The
CheckMark is only active
while you are editing a
cell’s contents.  It allows
you to exit the editing mode
while staying in the same
cell.

AutoSum

CheckMark
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Exercise

Create a formula in cell B16 that calculates the amount of money left after all expenses have
been paid.

Your worksheet should look like this:

Continue to prepare this worksheet for more data:

1. Move to cell C4.

2. Type Feb

3. Press <Tab>

4. Type Mar

5. Press <Enter>

Updating Old Files in Excel

When a worksheet has been created in a previous version of Excel, you probably want to
update the File Type to the current version.  If you use any new features in the later release
and do not update the File Type, the items using the new features may not be saved.

Save the worksheet to disk:

1. Click

The first time you save a document in the new version, this message will appear:

2. Click Yes

3. Close DAMAR

Formula
entered in
cell B16
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Exercise

Now, try putting all you have learned so far together:

1. Open BUDGET

2. Press <F5> (GoTo)

3. Type A19

4. Press <Enter>

This will position your cell pointer on cell A19.

1. Create a worksheet with the following cell entries:

2. Create a formula using AutoSum in cell B24 which totals the expenses.

3. Create a formula using cell addresses in cell B26 which calculates the amount of
cash remaining after all expenses have been paid.

4. Change the contents of any two cells, and view the changes in your formulas.

5. Press <Ctrl-Home>

6. Close and Save the worksheet.

Because you formatted the
entire Column B for
currency in a previous
exercise, the numbers you
now add will automatically
format after you type them.
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Start The Copy Command

Make sure the DAMAR.XLS worksheet is open.

1. Move to cell B5.

2. Click the right mouse button.

Your screen should look like this:

3. Click Copy

4. Type Feb in cell C4

5. Type Mar  in cell D4

6. Select cells C5 & D5.

5. Click the right mouse button.

Your screen should look like this:

6. Click Paste

The Copy command is also
available by clicking Edit,
Copy on the menu.

The Paste command is also
available by clicking Edit,
Paste on the menu.

Copy

Paste
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Copying Multiple Cells

To copy the rest of January’s information to the February and March columns:

1. Select cells B8:B16.

2. Click the right mouse button

Your screen should look like this:

3. Click Copy

4. Select cells C8 & D8.

5. Click the right mouse button.

Your screen should look like this:

6. Press Paste

7. Close and Save the worksheet.
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Relative Cell Addresses

The contents of some of the cells may not be what you expect (although they are surely what
you want!).

Ä Why did the formulas in columns C & D alter themselves?

These are called relative cell addresses. When a formula with a relative cell address is copied
or moved, it reflects its new location.

Here’s a table with a few examples of how a formula with a relative cell address would
change as it was moved. Start in the center cell, the formula D4*2.

B14: =SUM(B13:B8)

C14: =SUM(C13:C8)

D14: =SUM(D13:D8)

B16: =B5-B14

C16: =C5-C14

D16: =D5-D14

Absolute Cell Addresses

The alternative to relative cell addressing is to use absolute cell addresses.

These addresses do not change when the formula is copied.

For example, here is a table of absolute cell addresses and how they would appear if the
formula were copied or moved.

In this table the Column is absolute and the Row is relative.
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Close and Save DAMAR.XLS, updating to the current version of Excel.

Using Absolute Cell Addresses

Open the worksheet ASAMPLE.XLS:

1. Click

2. Click ASAMPLE

3. Click <Open>

The formula in cell C5 references the percentage in cell B19 (.05 or 5.00%).

Since the formula in cell C5 (=B5+B5*$B$19) can be copied to the next cell (D5), you will
want the formula in D5 to reference the growth rate in cell B19. Therefore, make the
reference to B19 absolute: $B$19 (or in this case, $B19 would also work adequately). If the
formula were written =B5+B5*B19, it would change to =C5+C5*C19 when copied to the
next cell.

4. Close ASAMPLE

In this table the Column is relative and the Row is absolute.

In this table both the Column and Row of the cell address are absolute.
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Exercise

1. Open the file named GROWTH.XLS.

2. In cell E5, create a formula using the =SUM function which will total the district 1
sales for this quarter.

3. In cell B10, create a formula using the =SUM function which will total the district
sales for January.

4. In cell B16, create a formula which calculates the amount of growth from last year to
this year. (Hint: This year’s January total minus last year’s January total.)

5. Copy your formulas across or down to fill in Total, Quarter Total and Growth cells.

6. Observe how Relative Cell Addressing changes the formulas as you paste them in
new locations.

7. Save your file, update to the current version of Excel.

8. Close GROWTH.XLS .
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Rows & Columns

Inserting A Blank Row

Make sure that ASAMPLE.XLS is on your screen.

Move to cell A1:

1. Press <Ctrl-Home>

2. Click the right mouse button.

3. Click Insert

4. Click Entire Row

Your screen should look like this:

5. Click OK

Your screen should look like this:
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Inserting A Blank Column

1. Move to cell B1.

2. Click the right mouse button.

3. Click Insert

4. Click Entire Column

5. Click OK

Notice that the columns, beginning with column B, are moved to the right.

Deleting A Column

1. Move to cell B1.

2. Click the right mouse button.

3. Click Delete

4. Click Entire Column

5. Click OK

Deleting A Row

1. Move to cell A1.

2. Click the right mouse button.

3. Click Delete

4. Click Entire Row

5. Click OK

Row & Column Information

• As rows and columns are deleted, you should exercise care to make sure that you
will not inadvertently lose data which you have already entered into the worksheet.

• When a row is inserted, it is inserted from column A to column IV (the entire width
of the Excel worksheet).

• When a row is deleted, it is deleted from column A to column IV (the entire width of
the Excel worksheet).

• When a column is inserted, it is inserted from row 1 to row 16,384 (the entire height
of the Excel worksheet).

• When a column is deleted, it is deleted from row 1 to row 16,384 (the entire height
of the Excel worksheet).
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Exercise

1. Select the entire worksheet and change the font to Times New Roman, 10 pt.

2. Select cells B5:D5 and click Center Align.

3. Apply Bold to at least one area of the worksheet.

4. Apply Italics to at least one area of the worksheet.

5. Close and save the worksheet.
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Introduction

Printing the worksheet is simple in Excel 97! To print a worksheet, click the print button.
The range will automatically be selected by Excel.

Printing A Worksheet

1. Make sure worksheet ASAMPLE.XLS is on the screen.

2. Click File

3. Click Print

4. Click OK

Your worksheet will be directed to the printer.

Printing Using The Toolbar

To print the print area using the toolbar:

1. Click

Your worksheet will be directed to the printer.

Previewing the Document

1. Click File

2. Click Print

3. Click Preview

Previewing Using the Toolbar

1. Click

Printing Options

Often the default setup for a documents does not present the most professional appearance for
your worksheet.  You can easily alter the Page Setup options right from the Print Preview
screen.

1. Click

The Setup screen allows you to make changes in four categories:  Page, Margins, Headers and
Footers, and Sheet.
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Page Tab:

1. Click Landscape

2. Adjust to: 110% of normal size

Margins Tab:

1. Click Center on Page Horizontally and Vertically

Header/Footer Tab:

1. Click Custom Header

Headers and Footers are broken into three sections - left, center and right.

2. Click in Left Section

3. Type Your Name

4. Click in Center Section

5. Type Your Company Name

6. Click in Right Section

7. Click (Inserts current date code)

8. Type <comma><space>

9. Click (Inserts current time code)

10. Click OK

Now, enter the Footer information:

1. Click Custom Footer

2. Click in Left Section.

3. Click (Inserts File Name)

4. Click in Center Section.

5. Type Page <space>

6. Click (Inserts Page Number code)

7. Type <space>of<space>

8. Click (Inserts Total Number Pages code)

9. Click OK

Sheet Tab:

1. Make sure gridlines are not selected.

2. Click OK

With just a few changes you can make a dramatic difference in the presentation of your
worksheets!

Close and Save the worksheet.
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Introduction

Remember, a range is a rectangular, contiguous group of cells. For example, the following
cell groups are ranges:

• A1:A1

• A1:B2

• A1:Z100

Each of these groups begins with the cell A1 and continues to another specific cell (A1, B2,
or Z100). A rectangle is formed with cell A1 in the upper left and the other destination cell in
the lower right corner. All cells that are affected by this rectangle are included in the range.

Ranges can be used to facilitate printing, copying, and moving. Ranges are also used in
functions. The goal of this lesson is to make ranges easier to remember and use by giving
them names.

Naming Ranges

Make sure that the worksheet 1STSELL.XLS is the worksheet currently displayed.

You will assign the range name BASE to the range C3:C6.

1. Select cells C3 through C6.

2. Click Insert

3. Click Name

4. Click Define

Your screen should look like this:
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5. Type Base

Your screen should look like this:

6. Click OK

Your screen should look like this:

Notice the cell address reflects the Range Name while the range cells are selected.

Range Name
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Using Named Ranges With =SUM

The =SUM(BASE) function totals the value of the cells in the BASE named range (C3:C6).

1. Move to cell C9.

2. Type =SUM(BASE)

3. Press <Enter>

Your screen should look like this:

Using Named Ranges With =AVERAGE

The =AVERAGE() function reports the average (mean) of the values in the range.

1. Move to cell C10.

2. Type =AVERAGE(BASE)

3. Press <Enter>

Your screen should look like this:
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Using Named Ranges With =MIN

The =MIN() function reports the minimum (smallest) value in the range.

1. Move to cell C11.

2. Type =MIN(BASE)

3. Press <Enter>

Your screen should look like this:

Using Named Ranges With =MAX

The =MAX() function reports the maximum (largest) value in the range.

1. Move to cell C12.

2. Type =MAX(BASE)

3. Press <Enter>

Your screen should look like this:
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Using Named Ranges With =COUNT

The =COUNT() function reports the number of data elements within the range.

1. Move to cell C13.

2. Type =COUNT(BASE)

3. Press <Enter>

Your screen should look like this:

Range Name Facts

Here are a few facts about range names:

• Range names can be up to 255 characters long.

• Range names are not case sensitive (uppercase and lowercase are not discriminated).

• Range names should not contain the following symbols: *, +, /, -, >, <, %, &, =, #,
and Space. If they do, they may be confused with other addresses or formulas.

• Range names can be used in formulas.

• Multiple range names may contain the same cell(s).

• Range names are part of the worksheet. They are saved along with the worksheet
information.

Exercise

1. Assign the following range names to the worksheet 1STSELL.XLS:

• SOLD D3:D6

• DISCOUNT E3:E6

• EXTENDED F3:F6

2. Close and Save the worksheet 1STSELL.XLS.
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Numeric Functions

Introduction

Applying formatting to a cell or range of cells does not alter your actual data, simply the
appearance of the data.  Using functions, however, does alter the data.  When developing
worksheets, you need to understand the differences between these two operations.

Preparing The Functions

1. Begin with a new, blank worksheet.

2. Insert the following cell contents:

• A1: 1.2345

• B1: =A1*10000

Format cell A1 to show only two decimal places.

Your screen should look like this:

Clearly 1.2345 x 10000 = 12345; formatting does not alter the actual cell contents, merely
changes the appearance.
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=ROUND Function

The =ROUND function actually rounds the value of a number or formula to a specific
accuracy. For example, =ROUND(XXX,2) will round XXX to two decimal places (the tenths
place). =ROUND(XXX,-2) will round XXX to the tens place (not the tenths place).

The =ROUND function can be used to round both numbers and formulas.  Values are
rounded up if the significant digit is the value 5 or higher. For example: =ROUND(1.45,1)
rounds to 1.5; =ROUND(1.55,1) rounds to 1.6.

1. Move to cell A2.

2. Type =ROUND(A1,2)

3. Press <Enter>

4. Move to cell B2.

5. Type =A2*10000

6. Press <Enter>

Your screen should look like this:

As shown in cell B2, the =ROUND function truly alters the value of the cell.  Usually,
formatting is the option recommended for use on worksheets.  Using the =ROUND function
in a series of calculations may significantly alter the end result.
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=PMT Function

The =PMT function is an Excel financial function that is used to evaluate periodic loan
payments. The function has three arguments (constituent parts).

=PMT(periodic interest, term, principal)

1. Create the following worksheet:

The =PMT function in this example will calculate monthly payments. Therefore, the interest
and terms must be in monthly increments (interest: 8.5% divided by 12 months, and 30 years
times 12 months in the year).

So, on a $100,000 house with an 8.5% loan over 30 years you will pay $768.91 in monthly
principle and interest payments. (Now, don’t forget to add in all the taxes!).

Exercise

1. What is the monthly payment of a $10,000 loan at 14% for 5 years?

2. Evaluate =ROUND(XXX,2) where XXX is the answer to question 1.

3. Evaluate =ROUND(XXX,-2) where XXX is 45.9543.

Payment
function
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1. Create a worksheet like the one above. Use the labels and values that appear in the
worksheet. Practice using the copy command for the children’s, women’s, and men’s
labels. Notice the width of your labels. Do any of the column widths need to be
adjusted?

2. In cell D7, create a formula that will calculate the Regular Price of all the inventory
of children’s clothing. Use the markup value in cell B2 to determine the regular
price. Remember to use relative and absolute cell addresses so that you can copy
your formula to the other cells in column D.

Regular Price = Inventory Cost * (1 + Markup)

3. Copy the formula in cell D7 to the other cells in column D. Verify that the calculated
values are the correct price.

4. In cell E7, create a formula that will calculate the sale price for the children’s
clothing inventory. Use the value in cell B3 to determine the discount amount. Don’t
forget to use absolute and relative addresses!

Sale Price = Regular Price * (1 - Discount)

5. Copy the formula from cell E7 to the other cells in column E. Verify the calculated
amounts.

6. Format cells C7:E17 to display currency amounts with 0 decimal places.

Ä You may need to widen the columns.

7. Insert a blank row after row 1. (Be careful; once you have inserted a row, the
subsequent rows are renumbered.)

8. Use your formatting skills to change the alignment and appearance of the text.

9. Save your worksheet as FINAL EXERCISE.XLS.

10. Preview the document and change the setup options to complete preparing the
document.

11. Print your masterpiece!
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Appendix: Exercises

Exercise 1

1. Create the following worksheet:

2. In cells B6:E6, create formulas that calculate the profit.

Hint: Profit = Sales - Costs

3. In cells E4:E5, create formulas that calculate the quarterly totals of sales and costs.

Exercise 2

1. Create the following worksheet:

2. In column G, create formulas that calculate the average production for each
employee.

3. In row 12, create formulas that calculate the average production for each task.
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Exercise 3

1. Create the following worksheet:

Hint: The formula in cell B9 is an =SUM formula that totals the salary values for all
employees.

Hint: The formula in cell B11 is an =AVERAGE formula that calculates the average salary
amount.
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8086 Intel Corporation microprocessor chip similar to the 8088. This chip is used in IBM

compatible computers. It is able to access memory two bytes at a time. Common processor
speeds range from 4.77 to 8MHz.

8088 Intel Corporation microprocessor chip. The 8088 is a 16-bit chip, and it performs calculations
two bytes at a time; however, it access memory only one byte at a time. Common processor
speeds range from 4.77 to 8MHz.

80286 Intel Corporation microprocessor. This 16-bit chip processes data two bytes at a time and
accesses memory at 2 bytes at a time. Common processor speeds range from 6 to 12MHz.

80386 Intel Corporation microprocessor. This 32-bit chip accesses memory and performs calcula-
tions four bytes at a time. Common processor speeds range from 16 to 40MHz.

80386/SX Intel Corporation microprocessor. This 32-bit chip accesses memory two bytes at a time;
however, the internal processing takes place in four bytes increments. Common processor
speeds range from 16 to 33MHz.

i486 Intel Corporation microprocessor. This 32-bit chip accesses memory and  processes data four
bytes at a time. The on-board 8kb cache allows data to be stored inside the chip as the
processor operates. Common processor speeds range from 25 to 100MHz.

i486/SX Intel Corporation microprocessor. This 32-bit chip is exactly similar to the i486; however, it
does not include on-board math coprocessing capabilities. Common processor speeds range
from 20 to 33MHz.

8514/A A color graphic display standard first implemented by IBM for the PS/2 line of personal
computers. This is a high quality resolution monitor.

Accelerator Usually an expansion board that augments or substitutes for the main microprocessor. This
board offers faster processor speeds or greater processor capability.

Active Directory Directory in which DOS operates if no other directory were specified. Also called the Default
Directory.

Alt Booster key on IBM compatible computer keyboards. Used in combination with other keys to
allow additional functionality.

Append DOS command that configures DOS to search for data files (and sometimes program files) in
directories other than the active directory.

Application Complete software programs. Word processors, database management, and spreadsheets are
examples of application programs. Application programs are created using programming
languages.

Archive Attribute A file attribute that marks whether a file has been altered since it was last backed up. Most
backup software resets archive attributes to allow modified only backups. During a modified
only backup, only those files whose archive “bit” is set (changed since last backup) will be
included in the modified only backup.

Archive Storage of not-used computer files. Usually stored on tape; however, optical disks are
becoming common.

Glossary
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ASCII Acronym for American Standard Code for Information Interchange. ASCII is a list of codes
which represent each letter of the alphabet, number, and grammatical symbol. For example,
ASCII 65 is the uppercase A; the lowercase a is ASCII code 97. The codes 0 through 127 are
standardized: every personal computer recognizes these codes. IBM and some compatible
computers use the ASCII codes from 128 to 255. These are called the upper 128 codes and
they are used for mathematical and graphic symbols.

Attrib DOS command that allows manual setting of file attributes.

Autoexec.bat ASCII file in the root directory of the boot disk. This file is automatically executed during the
boot process. It contains any number of DOS commands, and it is usually created to establish
initial system characteristics or to begin a menuing system.

Average seek time The average duration, measured in milliseconds, that is required for disk drive’s heads to
move from one track location across the disk surface to another track location. It is a common
measure of disk drive performance.

Backup The duplication of data on another media. Usually used to copy hard disk data to floppy or
tape. Used to allow restoration of data should the original copy become unusable.

Bad Sector A disk sector that is unable to reliably store file data. Bad sectors can occur through normal
use of diskettes or through disk head crashes: the read/write head’s coming into contact with
the platter of a hard disk.

Batch File An ASCII file with the file extension of .BAT which executes the commands of the file in a
batch fashion: one line of code after the other.

BIOS Acronym for Basic Input/Output System. A part of the computer operating system that is hard
coded into the system board.

Bit One of the eight signals that are the constituent parts of a byte. Each of the eight signals has
two states: off and on (0 and 1).

Boot The process of starting a computer. Comes from “pulling the computer up by it’s bootstraps.”

Buffer A section of random access memory that is allocated to temporarily store data.

Bug A malfunction of a software program or hardware process.

Bus The system board circuitry that connects different parts of the computer, including the
expansion slots and the microprocessor.

Byte A single character of data. Each alphabetic letter, number, or grammatical symbol is repre-
sented by one byte. Each byte is composed of eight bits.

Cache An area of random access memory or disk space that is reserved to store data that is requested
by the microprocessor. Cached data is available for use by the microprocessor without
resorting to multiple disk read requests. Cached disks offer faster data processing.

CD (CHDIR) The DOS command to change directory.

CGA Acronym for Color Graphics Adapter. A first-generation of color monitor with a medium
quality resolution.

CHKDSK The DOS command to check a disk.

Click The process of selecting an option using a mouse button. Some selections require double
clicking, or depressing the button twice quickly while pointing to the option desired.

Cluster The basic unit of disk space allocation. A cluster is a collection of contiguous disk space.
Each cluster is comprised of sectors: usually four sectors in current hard disks and one or two
sectors on diskettes. As DOS requires additional disk space for file storage it allocates
additional clusters, not just additional sectors.
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COM File A file with the extension .COM. COM Files are created by compiling and linking lines of

program code.

Command A series of instructions that are entered at the DOS prompt (command line).

Command Line The area immediately following the DOS prompt. It is in this area that commands are typed
and issued.

Command.com The DOS command interpreter. This program resides in the root directory of the boot disk,
and it is responsible for initiating the boot up process. The internal DOS commands (i.e. dir,
cls, type, etc.) are contained within the command interpreter.

Config.sys A file that normally resides in the root directory of the boot disk. This file is an ASCII file
that contains instructions related to the system configuration.

Configuration The finished product of hardware and software alterations that establish the proper system
settings.

Console The keyboard (and screen) of the system.

Copy Protection The process of discouraging software piracy by making it impossible (or difficult) to copy
and distribute software programs. Some copy protection schemes work by permanently
altering the original diskettes of a software program during the installation process.

CPU Acronym for Central Processing Unit. The CPU is composed of the microprocessor and the
related hardware which directly supports the microprocessor’s function.

Crash A malfunction of a system. Usually used to describe the condition of hard disk read/write
heads coming in contact with the disk surface. System crash is the condition of the full
system’s becoming dysfunctional.

Cross Link The condition of DOS files sharing the same final portion. Cluster addresses that have
become concurrently addressed may cause cross linked files. Both files may become unusable
because of the cross link.

Current Directory The directory in which DOS functions. If an undirected command were issued the command
would process data that is contained in the current directory (also called the default directory).

Cursor Usually a blinking horizontal line that represents the location at which the next character will
be typed, or deleted.

Cylinder Hard disk drives have multiple platters, with parallel concentric tracks on each side. A read/
write head is associated with each side of each platter, all sides moving in parallel. The group
of all tracks at a given head position forms a cylinder. The concept is useful because all
sectors in a cylinder can be read or written to without moving the read/write heads; the more
sectors in a cylinder, the more potentially efficient the disk drive.

Cylinder Density The number of sectors in a cylinder on a hard disk drive. That is the number of sectors that
can be read without moving the drive’s read/write heads.

Device Driver A memory-resident program that lets the computer control a device, such as a plotter or
external diskette drive. Device drivers are normally loaded into memory as part of the
config.sys file.

Dialog Box A small window opened on the screen by software to convey messages about the current state
of the software program or to ask for information or an instruction.

Dip Switch A small switch, normally with two positions, that is located on a circuit board.

Directory A collection of information about a group of files that are on a disk. Directories tell the names
of files, their sizes, and the times and dates that they were created or last altered. Directories
also keep track of each file’s starting location on the disk.
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DMA The acronym for Direct Memory Access. The electronic circuitry that transfers data between
computer memory and a peripheral device, such as a disk drive, without first passing the data
through the microprocessor chip. DMA allows computers to operate more quickly and
efficiently.

DOS The acronym for Disk Operating System. The standard operating system for IBM and
compatible computers. DOS operates as the commander of the computer and is the system
that gives the computer its personality.

EDLIN A simple text editor provided by DOS for making ASCII files.

EXE File A file with the extension .EXE. These files are created by compiling and linking program
code instructions.

Expansion Board A circuit board that is inserted in one of the computer’s expansion slots. Expansion boards are
used to add memory, input/output ports, and many other peripheral devices.

Expansion Slot The socket inside a computer that is available for use by expansion boards.

FAT The acronym for File Allocation Table. This table contains the starting point of each file on
the disk. The FAT tracks the contents of each disk sector and allows ready reference to any
requested file.

File Server The computer which is dedicated to serving files to and receiving files from users of a
network.

Formatting The process of preparing a disk to accept file storage. The formatting process allocates disk
clusters, tracks, and sectors.

Fragmentation The process of file contents becoming discontiguous. DOS allocates disk clusters as they are
requested, if a file requires additional clusters, the adjoining clusters may be filled, the
remaining file information is stored in the next available cluster. This file is now fragmented.

GUI The acronym for Graphical User Interface.

Hercules A manufacturer of video graphic cards.

Interleave The sequential assignment of sectors. As hard disks spin, their sectors are often not read in
directly sequential order. The order in which they are read is designated as the interleave. For
example, Sectors 1, 3, 5, 7, 2, 4, 6, 8 are read. This designates an interleave of 2.

kb The abbreviation for kilobyte. A kilobyte is 1,024 bytes.

LAN The acronym for Local Area Network. A LAN is a connection of personal computers which
allow shared data and peripheral resources.

Lock A file attribute that allows only one person access to a file at a time. Software programs
which are designed for use in a network often make use of file locks to prevent concurrent
access to a file.

Mb The abbreviation for Megabyte. A Megabyte is 1,048,576 bytes.

MCA The acronym for Micro Channel Architecture. This bus design is employed by most IBM PS/
2 personal computers. It has potential performance advantages over earlier designs.
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Memory The workspace of a computer is the Random Access Memory (RAM). However, memory can

also be used to designate the storage capacity of a disk. The workspace of the computer,
commonly called RAM (Random Access Memory). This memory can be configured in four
ways: conventional, high, extended, or expanded. Conventional memory is that memory from
0kb to 640kb that is directly managed by DOS. High memory is the memory bounded by
640kb and 1Mb. This high memory is usually reserved for relocation of device drivers and is
often reserved for system use. Extended memory begins at 1Mb and is accessed as a contigu-
ous sheet of workspace while the microprocessor operates in its protected mode. Extended
memory can only be accessed by 80286 or higher microprocessors. Expanded memory begins
at 1Mb and is accessed through a 64kb window which resides in conventional or high
memory. Expanded memory can be accessed by any microprocessor.

MHz The abbreviation for MegaHertz. The frequency, measured millions of cycles per second, that
a signal pulses. Normally used to measure the speed at which a microprocessor operates.

Modem The abbreviation for Modulate-Demodulate. A modem is a peripheral device that converts
digital signals to analog for transmission via telephone systems. The modem is also capable
of converting analog signals to digital as the signals are received from the telephone system.

ms The abbreviation for millisecond: one-thousandth of a second.

MTBF The acronym for Mean Time Between Failure. A measure of the average (mean) duration that
a product will operate within specifications.

Multitasking The process of operating two or more software programs concurrently using one micropro-
cessor. Multitasking programs allow a user to control two or more different programs at the
same time; however, most users allow only one of the programs to be active in the foreground
(visible to the operator); the other programs operate in the background. See also task switch-
ing.

Offline Unprepared to receive data or input.

Online Ready to receive data or input.

Parallel Port An electrical circuit and the socket through which a computer can be connected to peripheral
devices, especially printers. Parallel ports are called “parallel” because they send a byte of
data in parallel, eight bits at a time across eight separate lines. Compare this to a serial port
which sends a byte of data one bit at a time across a single line.

Path A DOS command that configures DOS to automatically search for executable (program) files
in specified directories when the file is not found in the current directory.

Pentium Intel Corporation microprocessor. This 64-bit chip accesses memory and  processes data eight
bytes at a time. The on-board 64kb cache allows data to be stored inside the chip as the
processor operates. Common processor speeds range from 60 to 133MHz.

Port A point of connection between a computer and another electrical device. A port is an electri-
cal circuit that presents a socket, usually at the back of the computer, to which a device is
connected. There are a number of different kinds of ports, including serial, parallel, mouse,
and game ports.

POST The acronym for Power On Self Test. The POST is automatically initiated when a system is
powered on or rebooted.

Print Server The software or hardware device that is created to direct and manage print information on a
network.

Program File A file that holds a program, whether an application program like a word processor, a utility
program, of DOS files like command.com. Generally speaking, program files have .EXE or
.COM extensions. However, auxiliary files containing other parts of the program may have
different extensions and you must take care that they are accessible to the main program file.
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RAM Disk A virtual disk drive that is created by allocating a portion of RAM (Random Access
Memory). The disk may be used for data storage; however, the RAM disk is lost (along with
any data stored in it) when the computer is turned off or rebooted.

Read/write Head The armature that moves across the disk surface to read or write data. Most disks have a read/
write head on each side of the platter. The heads move between disk tracks. Data is read as
the sectors along the tracks rotate beneath the heads.

RMDIR (RD) The DOS internal command that allows removal of directories.

Root Directory The highest level of a disk. This is the disk’s main directory. Root directories have a fixed
size, depending on the type of disk, and therefore, should not be used for indiscriminate file
storage.

Sector The smallest discrete portion of a disk surface. Each sector normally holds 512 bytes of
information.

Serial Port The peripheral connection socket through which a computer is connected to various devices,
especially modems. Serial ports transmit a byte of data as a series of bits. Compare this to a
parallel port which sends data in parallel, eight bits at a time across eight separate lines.

Stop Bit In serial communication, one or more stop bits are employed to mark the termination of a
byte of data.

Subdirectory A subordinate directory in a directory structure.

Super VGA A high resolution color graphics monitor specification.

Switch A suffix appended to DOS commands which modifies the operation of the command.

Task Switching The process of operating two or more software programs concurrently; however, as one
program is functioning, the others are swapped to an inactive disk or memory file. The task
switching program allows quick transfer to the other programs without reloading the originals
from disk. See also multitasking.

VGA A high resolution color graphics monitor specification.

Virus A maliciously devised program that attaches itself to programs and data and travels from
machine to machine as software is passed around. Once in a computer, a virus can spread to
“infect” numerous files on hard disks and diskettes. It may lie dormant for months before
becoming active, whereupon it may destroy massive quantities of data. The most malicious
virii alter only small portions of data files thereby remaining unseen yet causing extensive
damage to data totals.

Volume The physical area of a disk that is allocated for  contiguous data storage.
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Range  10, 12, 13, 31, 34

range  10, 11, 12, 17, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 41, 45

relative cell address  22

Row  25, 26

row  3, 26, 38

S
Save  15, 16, 18, 23, 24, 34, 38

Scrollbar  1

scrollbar  1

Select All  14
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